Honda civic 2001 fuel pump

For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and
backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
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Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Fuel pump motor; 1. Part
Number: AFE Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake
system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the
defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement
item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Built to last and engineered for clean,
consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior
efficiency to your en Dec 28, File pump assy. Work great. Took a little time for the fuel gauge to
start reading. Like a dive around the block. More power with the correct fuel pressure. Jimmer
Fitts. Purchased on Dec 08, Dec 22, Direct and easy replacement. Chad Watters. Purchased on
Nov 22, Dec 20, Subaru parts. The right part. Good to find another source of parts for my rare
'91 Subaru Justy. The car started on the first try after sitting for 12 years!!! Norbert J Neel Neel.
Purchased on Nov 28, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone
module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive professionals break down no-start
situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the
factory information for repair instructions and recommended safety procedures. Other issues
can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem
before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Honda Civic based on
all problems reported for the Civic. The contact owns a Honda Civic. The contact stated that
while driving, she noticed a smell of fuel. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic
who informed the contact that the fuel pump had fractured which caused a leak. The mechanic
advised him that this was not a common issue and that it was a defective part. The vehicle was
repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 82, The car is Honda Civic The failure. The
pump is the original part of the car. Possible the car can get on fire. Problem I can see by the
time I noted the gasoline odor ,the car was all ready all soaked with gasoline. I do not have a
garage. A friend kept my car while I was on vacation and put it in his garage. Then he smelled
gasoline. He took it to my mechanic and the fuel pump top had cracked and there was a lot of
gasoline sitting on top of it. My mechanic replaced the fuel pump. Honda said this is not a
problem, I believe it is a manufacturing defect and a safety issue. The car has never been in an
accident. Fire potential in an accident is huge. Consumer states that she was informed the recall
repair was done and there was no other defect. Upon service she was informed the defect was
not done properly. The contact owns a Honda Civic purchased brand new in She stated that the
srs airbag light continued to illuminate on the warning panel. She received a recall letter
pertaining to the failure. The dealer stated that the vehicle would be repaired in 5 days. She
requested a rental vehicle at no cost; however, the manufacturer denied the request. The brakes
had been replaced over four times in a period of 4 years which resulted in the struts being
damaged. The transmission was replaced twice. The fuel pump, air conditioning system,
alternator have also been repaired and the power locks were inoperable. The failure mileage
was 30, and the current mileage was , On multiple occasions, engine will stall without notice.
While pressing on the accelerator, is seems like there is no fuel being supplied to the engine.
Recall campaign o1v concerning fuel pump. Owner received a recall notice from the
manufacturer, and took vehicle to dealer for recall repairs. According to the description of the
recall the fuel filter was to be inspected or replaced if corrosion was found. Dealer inspected the
fuel filter connector and moisture was found. However, the dealer refused to replace the fuel
filter connector. While driving 25mph and started to turn a corner, vehicle lost all power, NHTSA
campaign id number 01v, had no prior warning of problem. Consumer lost control of the vehicle
and hit a telephone pole. Neither air bags deployed. Engine light illuminated and dealer
informed consumer five times that the gas cap was the cause, consumer had accident two days
after talking to dealer. I opened the gasoline cap to pump gas and flames came roaring out. The
dealer says that it is due to static electricity. I have a strong feeling that it is the fuel pump
assembly inside the gas tank. Recall 01v; contacted dealer, and dealer stated couldnot do recall
on weekends. Recalll 01v;consumer contacted yenko Honda on rt 19 I mcmurray, PA. Phone

and was denied service because vehicle wasn't purchased from that particular dealership. Prior
to the recall the fuel pump and the fuel tank filler connector failed. Consumer stated that, this
vehicle had three major recalls regarding safety. The first was the power train control module,
which was replaced without incident. The second was, prior to recall while driving the vehicle
stalled. After the fact he received two recall notices from Honda for the fuel pump connector,
01v, the very reason that the car shut off, and fuel tank filler connector ,01v, which was
replaced. Consumer is not happy with the dealer during recall repair, dealer refused a rental car,
while vehicle is being repaired. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem 2. Fuel
Pump problem 3. Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6. Fuel Pump
problem 7. Fuel Pump problem 8. Fuel Pump problem 9. Fuel Pump problem Fuel Pump
problems Tank Filler Pipe And Cap problems. Tank Assembly problems. Gasoline Fuel System
problems. Fuel Delivery problems. Fuel Injection problems. Carburetor problems. One of the
worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without gas your Civic will not
run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel pump revolve around the
vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank makes the pump more
reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is that fuel pumps are
inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair and replace. The
engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue. Sometimes
when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble code as
well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many other vehicular
issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump is going bad is a
whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out before there are
any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting stuck
somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your Civic
is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter.
This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you
tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low pressure
on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are both going to
cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to
place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel
pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine
right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad
fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Honda Civic. Testing the
pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there is
anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Challenges Starting
the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your Civic
is difficult to start. The smell of gas is typically going to be caused by a bad gas cap,
evaporative emissions system, overfilling the gas tank, or an actual fuel leak. But there are
other, less likely causes as well. Here are the most common things that would make your Civic
smell like gas outside of a fuel leak itself, which is covered in the next sections. It has a seal
that can go bad over time. If you have just gassed up, you may have pulled somewhere where
fuel was on the ground. When this happens, the problem slowly goes away and should not
return. If you are consistently gassing up and smelling gas after, you can rule this one out.
There is one slight exception though. If you are the type of person that likes to squeeze in the
last half gallon by making the pump click 5 times, know that your Civic was not meant to be
fueled like that. If the fuel pressure regulator has gone bad, it can let too much fuel into the fuel
rails. This causes your Civic to have a gas smell coming from the exhaust pipes and a
noticeable smell of gas. Replacing the fuel pressure regulator is the cure for this problem. You
may also notice black smoke coming from the tailpipe. It can be challenging to determine where
the smell of gas is coming from in a vehicle. Gas dries fast, which adds to the problem. One of
the best ways to determine if you have a fuel leak is to observe the fuel economy. Has it gotten
a lot worse? If one of the fuel lines has been damaged, you should be able to find the leak by
doing an inspection. Is there gas on the garage floor? That is a tell-tale sign of a fuel leak. If you
do find gas, you should consider your Honda Civic undrivable until you have it repaired. It could
catch fire. A typical place where gas leaks form is the fuel filler neck. Specifically, where the
neck meets the tank. There is a seal there that can go bad over time. Replacing it will solve the

gas smell. If a fuel injector is leaking, it will allow too much fuel to dump into the engine.
Eventually it can fill the entire intake up and leak everywhere. There are a lot of things that can
cause you Civic to smell like gas. Good luck! A bad gas cap is one of the top reasons people
smell gas coming from their vehicle 2. Fuel Vapor Exposure If you have just gassed up, you may
have pulled somewhere where fuel was on the ground. Fuel Pressure Regulator If the fuel
pressure regulator has gone bad, it can let too much fuel into the fuel rails. Fuel Lines If one of
the fuel lines has been damaged, you should be able to find the leak by doing an inspection.
Gas Tank A typical place where gas leaks form is the fuel filler neck. Injectors If a fuel injector is
leaking, it will allow too much fuel to dump into the engine. Conclusion There are a lot of things
that can cause you Civic to smell like gas. You could be a specialist who intends to seek
references or resolve existing issues. Whatever you are, we attempt to bring the material that
matches just what you are searching for. You could originate from an online search engine,
then locate this site. This subject is a lot of people browsing on the net, therefore we collect
photos from various dependable resources and also recognize in their field. The results of the
gathering are uploaded on this internet site. Below are several of the top illustrations we receive
from various sources, we hope these pictures will certainly be useful to you, as well as ideally
extremely pertinent to just what you desire regarding the Honda Civic Fuel Pump Relay
Location is. This picture we have filteringed system from excellent produce the best photo,
however exactly what do you assume? We want to make an internet site helpful for many
individuals. If the picture over is not extremely clear, please click the picture you wish to
expand, then you will certainly be taken to another web page to present a more clear as well as
larger picture, you will certainly likewise be presented information from gambvar. Below this
site there is also a Honda Civic Fuel Pump Relay Location picture gallery, if the image over is
inadequate for you. Tags: honda civic ex fuel pump relay location honda civic fuel pump relay
location honda civic main relay location. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. When you are in
the market for unusual detailing and reliable innovation, Honda vehicles effortlessly take the
lead. Sensible people just need a sensible car like the Honda Civic. For affordable quality and
rugged service life consumers can rely on a precision engineered car engineered by Honda. In
an age of high gas prices, environmentally conscious drivers are increasingly leaning toward
the Honda Civic and guaranteeing good mileage with the best quality parts. Efficient fuel
consumption comes with the cost of performing upkeep, as the Honda Civic needs to have top
quality replacement and aftermarket parts to keep running at the highest mileage. A genuine
Honda vehicle delivers a great balance of durability and fuel economy. Honda automobiles have
established a lingering and distinctive tradition of creating luxury-level distinction. When it
comes to rugged design, great looks and lower cost, cars produced by Honda can be counted
on. When you long for sturdy build and long lasting performance you can't go wrong with a
quality vehicle from Honda. You trust a genuine Honda to give reliable operation and their
classic styling. You selected a high-performance car to take advantage of its awesome power
and performance, keep up your investment and use outstanding new parts and accessories.
Auto enthusiasts who love performance vehicles understand that nothing is more important
than having the most outstanding replacement parts for your car. Your car's Honda Civic Fuel
Pump is a vacuum device that functions to move gas out of the tank to the engine. Generally,
Honda Civic Fuel Pumps are located inside your fuel tank; because liquid fuel is not flammable,
this is the best place for installation. Since electronic precision injectors have almost entirely
superseded obsolete fuel delivery mechanisms, today's Honda Civic Fuel Pumps need to pump
fuel under pressure; they are thus electronic. The Honda Civic Fuel Pump delivers liquid fuel
from the fuel tank to the car's motor, where it's mixed with oxygen for use inside the cylinders.
Your car's Honda Civic Fuel Pump creates pressure in the fuel system to move gas from the fuel
tank to the motor. Trouble with your car can be stressful, but a business like PartsGeek is here
to help. Swing by They are available for the following Honda Civic years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98,
97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85, 84, 83, 82, This part is also sometimes called
Honda Civic Gas Pumps. Parts Geek is a one stop shop. Exact part , exact fit and fast service.
Could not be running without them. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To
return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an
RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details.
We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Replacement Electric Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping.
Genuine W Fuel Pump Assembly. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Autobest F Electric Fuel Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Quality: Premium
- High quality new replacement part. Fuel Pump; Strainer; Hardware. Features: Carter Electric
Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled

manufacturing and testing procedures. Quality Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Strainer Sets
deliver optimum performance while keeping your fuel system free from any type of solid
contaminants and impurities. Product SKU: Important Product Info: with Installation Kit. If your
Honda Civic fuel pump is going bad or already broken it can leave you stranded somewhere
without warning. You can experience your engine trying to start but not able to start. You may
also have a lack of power in accelerating. Excessive noise and hesitation when stepping on the
gas are all symptoms of a failing fuel pump. Eventually, most car's will need to replace a fuel
pump. Your first step can be to check your Honda Civic fuel filter. Having a clogged fuel filter
will result in the same symptoms as a failed fuel pump. To possibly save some money, it is wise
to start here before you decide to do a full fuel pump replacement. Location Like most car's
your Honda Civic fuel pump is located inside the fuel tank at the top of the tank just like a
Honda Civic fuel pump. In your car, it is not necessary to lower the fuel tank to change the fuel
pump. You can get some very helpful and practical pointers about the exact fuel pump location
from a forum, where you can find people doing the exact same repair. The fuel pump can be
accessed under the rear seat. After removing the rear seat, you will find a trap door that can be
taken off to show the area of the fuel pump. When removing your fuel pump, you are working
with so gas please take caution. With any amount of gas in the gas tank, it is necessary to be
extra safe and disconnect the battery. Remember once it is repaired using the proper parts your
Civic will be running great again. Relay Malfunction Can someone help me with the relay?
Another area to always inspect prior to removing the back seat and changing the fuel pump is
your Honda Civic fuel pump relay. The 94 Honda Civic fuel pump relay location or any other
model year's relay can be located by checking any number of Honda Civic forum's online. This
relay can become ineffective just like any other electrical relay. Simply changing it out will let
you know if this is the problem. About half of this is for the parts you need and the rest is for
labor. This is a job you can do yourself with the help some great short videos, the proper tools,
and some extra time on the weekend. If you have already done a Honda civic fuel pump test and
you have determined that you need a new one, then you simply need the parts. Your best bet is
to shop an online supplier like PartsGeek. You will find your everything you need to fix your
Honda Civic fuel pump problems and anything else you need for your car at the best price. We
created our online auto parts business with very little overhead and this gives you some great
savings. Read more reviews. Super price. Fit perfectly and is performing just like the higher
proced competitior brands. Catalog: E. Catalog: A. Vehicle Honda Civic. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Engine Honda Civic. Vehicle Body Engine Honda Civic. Vehicle Sub Model Honda Civic.
Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Catalog: F. Catalog: H. Catalog: C.
Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. Testing the fuel pump has
become a whole lot easier, now that you can find a fuel pressure gauge test kit with the
necessary adapter to tap into the fuel pressure line on your 1. In this tutorial I'm gonna' I'll
explain the fuel pressure test and also how to check for a lack of fuel with starting fluid. A bad
fuel pump doesn't necessarily mean that it has stopped working and keeping your Civic from
starting. Sometimes a fuel pump fails slowly, where it works but doesn't send enough fuel
volume to the fuel injectors. Obviously, when the fuel pump completely fails your 1. In this type
of scenario, you'll see that:. You'll probably see one or more of the following symptoms:. Both
of these conditions can be tested with a fuel pressure gauge. Alright, with this info under our
belts, let's get testing. The following fuel pressure test gauge kits are pretty good deals and
include the banjo-bolt test adapter:. NOTE: Before choosing a fuel pressure test gauge, you
need to know what type of banjo bolt sits on top of the fuel filter. A fuel pressure test gauge,
with the necessary adapter to tap into your Civic's fuel system, is not expensive. This is good
news because using a fuel pressure test gauge is the best way to test the condition of the fuel
pump don't have one, take a look at: Where To Buy A Fuel Pressure Test Gauge. So, in this test
section, we'll use a fuel pressure test gauge to check the fuel pump's output pressure. The fuel
pressure specification for your Honda Civic, if it starts and runs, is: 30 to 37 PSI with the fuel
pressure regulator's vacuum hose connected and PSI with the fuel pressure regulator's vacuum
hose disconnected. If your Civic's engine doesn't start, you should look for the fuel pressure to
be somewhere between PSI whether the vacuum hose is connected or disconnected from the
fuel pressure regulator. Lastly, the fuel pressure gauge is connected to the fuel system by using
an adapter that connects to the fuel filter's banjo bolt also known as just the union bolt see
photo above. Disconnect the distributor from its electrical connector. This is just a safety
precaution and will prevent the engine from starting. Place a shop towel around the fuel filter's
banjo bolt. The shop towel's job is to absorb any fuel that may leak when doing step 3. Remove
the 6mm bolt located on top of the fuel filter's banjo bolt. Now, connect the fuel pressure test
gauge to adapter to the fuel filter's banjo bolt. NOTE: Use the appropriate adapter that applies to
the particular banjo bolt type of your 1. When ready, ask your helper to cycle the key on and off

but don't crank the engine while you observe the fuel pressure tester's gauge. Check the
connection at the fuel filter for fuel leaks and if any, eliminate them. Have your helper crank the
engine. The engine will not start since the distributor is disconnected from its electrical
connectors. This confirms that the cause of your 1. Now, I usually take one more precaution,
before condemning the fuel pump as bad and this is to check that the fuel pump is getting 12
Volts as the engine is cranking. This is just to make sure that the fuel pump relay and fuse are
OK and doing their job. What you'll have to do to accomplish this is to attach a multimeter in
Volts DC mode to the wire that supplies this voltage to the fuel pump and while a helper cranks
the engine, you'll verify that the fuel pump is getting this power. CASE 2: If the fuel pressure
gauge registered 38 to 47 PSI : This fuel pressure gauge result let's you know that the fuel pump
is working and delivering enough fuel to the fuel injectors. The reason your 1. The fuel pump is
OK. Starter Motor Circuit Wiring Diagram 1. Ignition System Wiring Diagram 1. P -What Does It
Mean? Many solutions were suggested for this problem, but most of these were largely
concerned with the movement of small green pieces of paper, which was odd because on the
whole it wasn't the small green pieces of paper that were unhappy! As an Amazon Associate, I
may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from
this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles:
Honda 1. Applies To:. Honda Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the
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